
September
Open House
Each Fall we open our doors to families to
showcase the amazing work being done
each and every day here at the Center! We
would like to welcome you to come and
spend an hour with us to tour the spaces
and check out the work that the children
and teachers have created during their first
few months together.

We recommend wearing a mask while inside;
you are more than welcome to walk through
the other classrooms to take a peek!
Children are always welcome :) each class
will have an activity for children to do while
parents are checking out the space.

We will be open from 6:00-7:00 p.m. on
Thursday Oct 14th for Open House. This is a
great opportunity to connect with other
families and teachers! We hope to see you
there!

Hudson Beal and Beckham explore turn taking, color mixing,
fine motor control and creative expression in the Adventure
Room!

Important Calendar Reminders:

Friday Oct 8th: Closed for Care, In Service
Thursday Oct 14th: Open House 6:00-7:00
Saturday Oct 23rd: Parent Work Day

Madison and Louisa discuss some serious
business on the Builder playground! They
are working on communication skills and
building friendship!

Parent Work Day
If you are able to, please join us from
8:30-12:00 on Saturday Oct. 23rd to prepare
the building and grounds for the coming
Winter! If you are interested in helping but
not sure what we need please feel free to
check out our ‘hope-to-do’ list here!

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sWrWPi_hyD2DJtOYm5ABDqvz-VzO7at1LuH7e177b90/edit?usp=sharing


Introducing New Sta�
We are excited to share that we have
brought several new teachers on board for
this school year! As many of you know we
have spent the first month of this year
relying on the strength and community of
our dedicated sta� to cover until our hiring
needs could be met. We are incredibly
grateful and appreciative of all the work put
in by our teachers to get to this point!

In the Adventure Room we are welcoming
Paige Quesnel and Kimmy Jerome as the
main classroom teachers. Already they have
been hard at work getting to know the kids,
planning for Fall curriculum and adjusting
the classroom set up to best fit the
children’s needs! That class is full of busy
toddlers so it’s wonderful to see both
teachers committed to keeping their space
engaging!

In the Explorer Room we are excited to
welcome Brendan Rooney as Lisa’s
co-teacher for the year. Brendan is looking
forward to working with Lisa in
implementing a STEM oriented curriculum
and focusing on musical interest this year!
His background in Anthropology will bring
some wonderful cultural exposure through
songs, stories and art from around the
world.

In the Discovery Room we are thrilled to
welcome Amy Conant as Caileigh’s
co-teacher for the year. Amy has worked in
various roles in Early Childhood Education
throughout the years, but is most
passionate about working with infants and
toddlers! She is hoping to build a
connection with the babies and families
through a strength based approach to
education, implementing humor, trust and
compassion to the children’s first
experience with the Center.

We will continue hiring for a Preschool
Floater position to allow for teachers to
have planning time to best meet the
curriculum needs of their class as well as
covering schedules and vacations to best
meet their wellness needs. Please take a

moment at Open House to connect with our
newest teachers!

The Seekers investigate buoyancy and the
scientific process with a sink/float
experiment.

Drop O� Safety
Please ensure you are able to walk your
child from the parking lot or building all the
way to the playground during morning drop
o�. It is important teachers are able to
connect with you about your child’s start to
their day and to maintain consistency with
the children that they should be
accompanied by an adult between learning
spaces.

For consistency please maintain that adults
only are opening doors and gates, it can be
frustrating for children when they
sometimes are allowed to open the gate
themselves and sometimes (during school
operation) are not. Our goal is to maintain
safety as top priority!



The Voyagers practice cooperation, gross
motor movement, music appreciation and fun
with a group dance!

Drop In Requests
As we become fully sta�ed it will be more
likely we can accommodate drop in
requests. If you know in advanced the date
and times you need care outside of your
regular hours please use the Drop In
Request form via:
charlottechildrensctr.com/parents-portal
Password: CCC2367

We will do our best to send an email
confirmation promptly if we are able to
accept the drop in. Our rate is 10$/hour and
is dependent on space.
If you need shorter notice (day of or day
before) please call to check for space.

Main Center: (802) 425-3328
Voyager Program: (802) 425-5087

Isla and Vivian use magnifying glasses to
make observations about a sunflower in
the Explorer Room!

Ella and Lyra explore communication, gross motor
development and language building with joint tummy time
in the Discovery Room

https://charlottechildrensctr.com/parents-portal/

